Face The Music
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face the music. Fig. to receive punishment; to accept the unpleasant results of one's actions.A
commonly repeated assertion is that 'face the music' originated from the tradition of disgraced
officers being 'drummed out' of their regiment. A second popular theory is that it was actors
who 'faced the music', that is, faced the orchestra pit, when they went on stage.face the music.
to accept responsibility for something you have done: If she lied to me, then she'll just have to
face the music.One theory is that it comes from the theater world, where musicians were in a
pit in front of the stage, so "to face the music" was to turn towards the audience.Face the music
definition: If you face the music, you put yourself in a position where you will be criticized or
Meaning, pronunciation, translations and.Face the Music is the fifth studio album by Electric
Light Orchestra (ELO). It was released in September by United Artists Records and on 14
November.So, in order to hear the music better, the congregation often had to turn around and
face the music in order to hear it better. But because of the poor literacy, the.face the music.
Meaning. receive punishment; accept unpleasant consequences of your actions; be confronted
with disagreeable results.Comedy Face the Music Poster. Lisa and Charlie Hunter, a divorced
couple and former song writing team, spend a weekend in the French countryside in order to
write.When you have to face the music, you're confronted with the consequences of something
bad you've done. If your boss catches you lying about what time you.11 Apr - 22 min Uploaded by Million Colors of Light Face the Music (). Million Colors of Light. Loading
Unsubscribe from Million Colors of.16 Dec - 34 min - Uploaded by Steve Franklin This is a
VHS recording of the BBC tribute to Joseph Cooper along with a episode of Face.Synonyms
for face the music at sacflamenco.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Find descriptive alternatives for face the music.Face the music definition, an art of sound in
time that expresses ideas and emotions in significant forms through the elements of rhythm,
melody, harmony, and.Face The Music, Melbourne, Australia. K likes. Face The Music is a
contemporary music summit held in Melbourne, Australia.jeff lynne, long wave, electric light
orchestra, elo, regina spektor, spektor, far, orchestra, otis wilbury, idle race, move, roy wood,
traveling wilburys, wilburys.There's something Neil's forgotten to do and now he has to face
the music. Listen to the programme to find out why.
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